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INTRODUCTION
Violent Extremism in the Coast
The Coast Province, Kenya, is a crucial physical and financial nexus for extremist and
terrorist groups with reach across East Africa and beyond. It is the base for al-Qaeda in
East Africa and their affiliates. Political, tribal, social, economic and religious grievances
and conflict have existed throughout the coastal region of Kenya – home to a significant
majority of Kenya’s minority Muslim population- since independence almost five
decades ago. A highly centralized political system has left Muslims politically
marginalized and left them feeling that the Coast is not part of Kenya.
This potent mix of tensions and grievances has led to increased support for those
promoting radical Salafist interpretations of Islam. Poorer areas of Mombasa have
become home to a large number of mosques linked to extremist interpretations of Islam.
These same areas have become the focus for demonstrations against the Kenyan
government and its security apparatus, particularly among Muslim youths. Suppression
of these demonstrations by the police has served to exacerbate tensions that are already
extremely high.
Radical ideologies have become increasingly intertwined with an outspoken secessionist
movement, led by the officially banned Mombasa Republic Council. Their slogan ‘Pwani
si Kenya’ (The Coast is not Kenya) has proven to be a powerful call to arms for young
Muslims. This widely heard call, combined with the disruptive role played by the Kenyan
government, has not helped to reduce radicalisation.
SAFE Pwani
SAFE Pwani has been working at the Coast since 2002. Since then, the SAFE Pwani team
has worked to build a trusted relationship with communities and community leaders
throughout the areas targeted for intervention. Following the post election violence in
2008, SAFE was approached by community leaders to adapt their model of education on
public health to help the community find alternatives to the extremist ideology being
promoted in the region.
SAFE Pwani has been working on peace building ever since. The SAFE Pwani team has
been facilitating workshops with leaders, youth, educational institutions and the general
public around the issues of inter-religious conflict, since the post election violence. They
are well versed with the issues surrounding radicalisation. All staff comes from the
Mombasa area, and many live in areas like Kisauni, Likoni and Changamwe, that are
hotspots for extremist thought. Having expert local knowledge on the situation in these
communities gives the staff the ability to interact with youth in a non-judgmental way
and create dialogue that is unthreatening and constructive. This has allowed the SAFE
Pwani team to meet the objectives of this project, and create a platform for future
engagement, dialogue and feedback from the community.
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A.3. Watatu
Watatu, a film that was completed in May 2015 and funded by Breakthrough Media and
SAFE, tells the story of rising extremism through the lens of two childhood friends,
Salim, who is Muslim and Jack who is Christian who reconnect as grown men when they
move into the same apartment building at the Coast. Salim’s nephew Yusuf, who is a
young university graduate suffering from discrimination and lack of opportunity, is
raging against injustice. He slowly becomes seduced by extremist thought, leaving his
family and his uncle Salim, who is the only father figure in his life, powerless against
dissuading him. Jack on the other hand is a policeman in a city increasingly divided by
religion and tribe, and that is simmering with violence. Yusuf, Jack and Salim’s lives
become fatally and irrevocably entwined as Salim struggles to hold his friendship, family
and community together. Yusuf’s sister though, has a plan. Knowing that the
communities of Mombasa may have the solution, she takes her story to the streets. As
the film morphs into a documentary, we see real people in Mombasa assume the roles of
Yusuf’s mother, sister and uncle, taking the story into their own hands to determine a
new ending. In doing so, they give voice to the majority Muslim community of Coastal
Kenya drowned out by extremists on one end and government repressions on the other.
PROJECT OBJECTIVES
Use Watatu to strengthen community support for countering extremism

1. Screenings of Watatu and Facilitated Dialogue
Sessions
SAFE screened Watatu in thirty-seven locations known to be at risk of radicalisation
(seven more than originally planned) in order to stimulate grassroots debates about how
to promote community cohesion and counter radicalisation. The screenings took place in
Mombasa, Kwale, Kilifi and Malindi Districts. The additional Kilifi show and the three
Malindi shows were carried out in partnership with Muhuri (www.muhuri.org) Muslims
For Human Rights, and in total the screenings reached over ten thousand adults and
almost six thousand children.
Date

Venue

Attendance
Children

Attendance
Adults

Comments

20/07/16

MOMBASA
COUNTY
Bangladesh

130

315

21/07/16

Chaani Changamwe

70

50

Biggest slum in Mombasa. Composed
of majority Wabara (Upcountry)
people but strongly divided along
tribal lines Luo, Kamba, Luhya and
Mijikenda. Deeply divided on party
politics. Badly affected by the Post
Election Violence (PEV)
Also badly affected by PEV when
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22/07/16

Mwagosi

90

215

27/07/16

Mtaa wa Mbuzi Likoni

135

185

28/07/16

Vijiweni Likoni

210

260

29/07/16

Mshale Likoni

200

215

30/07/16

Tudor

180

240

31/07/16

Miritini Changamwe

175

300

04/08/16

Shika Adabu

150

300

05/08/16

Soweto Likoni

170

345
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Wabara houses were torched, and
businesses looted. Many frustrated
youth with high levels of
unemployment, petty crime, drug and
alcohol abuse. Land being held by
Wabara angers Wapwani (Coastal
people) thus is a breeding ground for
Mombasa Republican Council (MRC).
Graffiti of Pwani si Kenya and
threatening letters dropped at the
doorsteps of Wabara a common
occurrence
Another stronghold for the MRC with
land conflict the major issue.
Predominately Wapwani, but a
minority of Wabara here too
Dominated by Wabara and Christians,
surrounded by Muslim communities.
Most fear being chased out. The
community is being side-lined in the
division of Waitiki land (Kikuyu
owned 930 acre land in Likoni subject
to long running dispute)
High levels of support for MRC and
Muslim radicals. Land is a very
sensitive issue. Even the village
chairman has been threatened and
had his land grabbed by powerful
people
Hotspot for MRC politics
Witnessed large scale PEV. Land and
unemployment are the overriding
issues. Crime and drugs are rampant
This is a housing estate bordered by a
slum. Comprises of both Wabara and
Wapwani. Most of the residents in the
estate work with Kenya Ports
Authority or the county government.
Youth are unemployed and Wabara
Wapwani conflicts are common.
Mixed community with mostly
Mijikenda. Also many Kambas who
are considered outsiders. Support for
MRC is high with youth recruitment a
major problem due to high
unemployment
Hot spot for MRC activities and
recruitment. Kayabombo and PEV
witnessed here
Has deep Wabara- Wapwani tension,
and high MRC support. Muslim
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06/08/16

Barsheba Kisauni

130

250

07/08/16

Jomvu Changamwe

215

470

07/08/16

Makumba Kisauni

180

390

08/09/16

Bomani Likoni

100

165

09/08/16

Kiziwi Tudor

50

110

11/08/16

Mgongeni Kisauni

210

210

12/08/16

Kadongo Kisauni

265

300

13/08/16

Ziwa
la
Kisauni

Ngombe 145

260
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majority. Petty crimes, drugs and
high unemployment
Majority Muslim community believed
to be offering support to radicalised
groups and also active members
Highly populated area with residents
living in tribally demarcated areas.
Security in the area is poor. Clashes
among the residents are common as
seen recently when the bodaboda
drivers engaged the police in a bloody
battle. It is claimed that Somalis living
in the area are recruiting people to
join Al Shabaab
As in all parts of Kisauni, police
brutality, extra judicial killings and
unlawful arrest are widespread. MRC
has many sympathisers. Known to be
many radicalised youth and armed
gangs
Muslim majority area. Centre of MRC
in Likoni Known as a recruitment
centre for radical groups. Affected
heavily by the Kayabombo violence.
Many unemployed youth
Slum area with high levels of poverty,
leading to alcohol and drug abuse.
Mixed area but with tribal tensions
driven by party politics
An interior area of Kisauni with high
levels of drugs and crime. This is an
MRC zone and their members openly
threaten
the
Wabara
of
the
consequences expected to befall them
for living in the area. During the last
general election, most of the Wabara
left the area returning once the
elections were over
It’s a volatile area with regular violent
clashes between the Wabara and
Wapwani communities. Arson attacks
targeting the Wabara have occurred.
Al Shabaab attacks have targeted bars
and restaurants in the area. Most
Wabara come from western Kenya
Desperately poor neighbourhood with
one of the highest number of
unemployed. Very low levels of
educational achievement. This leads
to young people being used by
politicians to instigate violence.
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10/09/16

Sansiro Kisauni

125

200

12/09/16

Vyemani Likoni

180

410

29/09/16

The Office - Likoni

25

300

05/09/16

KWALE COUNTY
Kombani

145

105

06/09/16

Burani

190

320

07/09/16

Ramisi

95

310

29/09/16

KILIFI COUNTY
Takaungu

390

220
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Another known recruiting ground for
MRC and other armed groups like
Wakali Kwanza
Very sensitive area for Muslim
radicalisation, and an MRC
stronghold. Youth are frustrated and
willingly joining radical groups. Police
brutality is testified to by every
resident - Police beatings, unlawful
arrest, police killings, and a person
disappearing is a common occurrence.
This is a highly charged political area
where the ex-member of parliament
Mwahima (Likoni Jubilee) fights with
Shakombo (CORD). Land again is the
biggest issue in this area. It is has
many MRC members and
sympathisers, and also radicalised
Muslim youth. Wabara are considered
aliens who came and grabbed land
and opportunities
Just near the ferry. Most of the
residents are poor and stay in the
Waitiki farm, which the Wapwani
claim was grabbed from them by
Wabara. The area has witnessed many
conflicts like the Kayabombo, and
during the PEV looting and
destruction was extreme to businesses
around the ferry area. Al Shabaab
thought to be recruiting here.
Home of the MRC where the leader
Mwamnwadzi was arrested.
Witnesses police brutality and
curfews. The Chief was beheaded by
suspected MRC and government
leaders live in fear. Wabara shun
buying property here
Village elders were beheaded here by
suspected MRC members who have
large scale support in the area
The new sugar factory has created a
conflict by employing Wabara as the
preferred cheap labour. Wabara have
also bought land that the locals want
to repossess. A strong MRC zone
A Muslim dominated area. Reported
Al- Shabaab recruitment and concerns
about radicalisation. Land owned by
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11/09/16

Kiwandani Kilifi

260

430

10/09/16

Charo wa mae Kilifi

125

375

23/07/16

Yellow House Mtwapa

110

200

24/07/16

Majengo Kikambala

125

330

06/07/16

Vipingo

120

290

07/10/16

Shariani

115

330

11/10/16

Matsangoni

50

200

15/09/16

Majajani

200

275

MALINDI
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the Mazrui community was sold to a
Mombasa cement company and has
been cause of great anger among
locals with court cases still pending.
High levels of Heroin use.
A lack of title deeds has led to high
levels of land grabbing. Police
brutality high in dealing with
squatters. Also an MRC zone. The
Wabara and foreigners living here
report fear of eviction by locals
Mixture of Wabara and Wapwani
Witnessed the Kayabombo uprising
and PEV. MRC sympathisers
Local are bitter claiming the Wabara
have grabbed everything from land to
businesses. Witnessed Al-Shabaab
grenade attack on a church crusade,
and the MRC attack on the governor
that killed his bodyguard
A centre of tribal politics between two
Mijikenda tribes the Chonyi and the
Kauma. Metropolitan centre, but
again the locals claim the Wabara
have taken over
The community has been adversely
affected by the Vipingo Ridge
residential project that has blocked
roads and taken land that the locals
claim was ancestral land. Contrary to
the developers claims it has generated
very little employment and these high
end luxury homes have created even
greater hardship in this desperately
poor community
Again badly affected by Vipingo Ridge.
High levels of drug abuse. Known as a
centre of witchcraft.
Badly affected by violence during the
PEV. Poll stations attacked by
suspected MRC sympathisers.
Area on the outskirts of Kilifi. The
local imam was killed in Boni forest
attacking Kenya Defense Force
Soldiers. Youth arrested accused of
being recruited by Al- Shabaab.
Area sympathises with MRC and
widespread belief that the Wabara
should be chased out of Pwani, Pwani si Kenya
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29/09/16

Muyeye

175

275

30/09/16

Kisumu Ndogo

420

720

01/10/16

Santa Fe

165

195

15/10/16

Mtondia

125

285

TOTALS

5945

10350

Predominately Wapwani with strong
MRC support
A large Wabara community resented
by locals who claim they receive
favoritism from the administration
A Muslim dominated neighbourhood.
Claims that some youth have been
radicalised and some have moved to
Somalia for training
Has witnessed violence with loss of
life. Many say the Wabara will be
chased away from here

The turnout and enthusiasm for the film exceeded expectations. The questionnaires
carried out pre and post screening involved 467 randomly selected respondents in 27 of
the screening venues. People were given ten statements and asked to choose between five
options as to whether they strongly disagreed, somewhat disagreed, neither agreed or
disagreed, somewhat agreed, or strongly agreed. The same numbers of people were
interviewed pre and post show in each 27 of these locations.
The film was made to raise the majority voice of Mombasa, and indeed this was reflected
in answers with overwhelming majorities supporting Kenyan identity, and wanting
peace. But more importantly the minority (and perhaps radicalised) section of the
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respondents, nearly halved their support for extremist thought between pre and post
show.
After the film five statements were additionally asked, with over 75% of respondents
strongly agreeing that the film represented their community and the majority of
residents of the coast, and that they felt more able to talk about radicalisation. And over
80% strongly agreeing that the film had made them more aware of their community’s
role in tackling radicalisation, and that it had provided a useful forum to discuss the
issue.
PRE AND POST SHOW QUESTIONNAIRE OVERVIEW
Q1 I feel proud to be Kenyan. Most respondents (86%) agreed with this statement
pre show, although there was an increase post show to 90%. Almost 5% strongly
disagreed pre show, falling to less than 2% post show.
Q2 I believe in a united Kenya that includes all regions. 10% disagreed with this
pre show, falling to 6% post show. The rate of strongly agreeing increased slightly to 78%
Q3 It doesn’t matter where people are from, the Coast or Upcountry, if we
live in Mombasa we are all Coastarians. Just over 75% of respondents strongly
agreed with this statement pre show, increasing to almost 85% post show. With the
numbers of respondents strongly disagreeing falling from 10% to 5%.
Q4 It is possible for Christian and Muslim communities in Kenya to live in
harmony? The overwhelming majority of people (83%) agreed this was possible,
increasing to 88% post show. Even allowing for a level of dishonesty this confirms that
the majority voice want to live in peace, and that it is a minority voice that is calling for
Christians to leave.
Q5 Religious and ethnic differences are responsible for problems in my local
community. The number of people prepared to acknowledge this problem increased
from 60% to 70%. One Chief believed that it was critical for people acknowledge the
difficulties of sectarian and ethnic strife in order to overcome the challenges.
Q6. If a friend or family member was becoming radicalised, I think I would notice
the warning signs Before the screening 20% of people strongly disagreed with this, falling to
10% post show. The numbers strongly agreeing increased from 63% to 73%.
Q7 If a friend or family member was becoming radicalised, I would feel confident
about discussing this with them Pre show 16% strongly disagreed, falling to 10% post show.
The numbers agreeing increased by 6% to 76%.
Q8 A parent can influence their child if he/she is becoming radicalised This showed
a marked change from 54% strongly agreeing pre show to 71% post show. The number strongly
disagreeing fell from 30% to 17%. And the number only somewhat agreeing falling from 8.5% to
3%
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Q9 I would like to be more involved in community dialogue initiatives Encouragingly
90% of respondents pre show agreed with this, with a small increase post show, showing the
goodwill towards peace building initiatives. Only 5% strongly disagreed, falling to 3% post show
Q10 Solutions to radicalisation can be found within the community 15% of people
strongly disagreed with this statement pre show falling to just 3% post show. The numbers of
people strongly agreeing increased from 80% to 89%
AFTER THE FILM QUESTIONS OVERVIEW
1. The film represented my community accurately
Almost 77% strongly agreed. 17% somewhat agreed. 4% strongly disagreed. 2% didn’t answer.
2. This film represented majority of Coast Province
79% strongly agreed. 18% somewhat agreed. 2% strongly disagreed. 1% didn’t answer.
3. After watching the film, I feel more able to talk about radicalisation and
extremism
77% strongly agreed. 19% somewhat agreed. 1% somewhat disagreed. 1% strongly disagreed. 2%
didn’t answer.
4. The screening provided a useful forum to discuss the issues of radicalisation
and extremism
82% strongly agreed. 15% somewhat agreed. 1% strongly or somewhat disagreed. 2% didn’t
answer
5. The screening made me aware that the community has a role to play in tackling
radicalisation and extremism
82% strongly agreed. 15% somewhat agreed. 1% strongly or somewhat disagreed. 2% didn’t
answer
Full data in Appendix A – Combined Data Public Screenings
The planned facilitated discussions post show were a challenge in some areas due to
security concerns. Post screening people were anxious to be at home, particularly the
young men who risked arbitrary arrest if seen out at night. This was very noticeable in
Sansiro Kisauni, where there is an unofficial curfew of 9pm. As the screening finished
just after 9pm most of the audience literally ran away as the credits rolled. This
persecution by the police was singled out by respondents as one of the major
contributors to the grievances and anger of the young Muslim community at the coast.
However, despite these obstacles post show discussions were achieved in most areas,
although subsequent to the Kwale attack on the Nyumba Kumi elders, SAFE was unable
to persuade de-radicalised youth or activists to speak as planned. The Kwale elders,
believed to be spying on youth, were beheaded by Al Shabaab returnees, and this created
a lot of fear amongst the grassroots anti-extremist movement. People who had initially
been prepared to speak publically withdrew their offer.
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Another challenge post show was finding the right approach in questioning the audience.
Although all would agree with a general question of ‘Is this kind of thing happening
here?” when asked to come forward individually to discuss further, people seemed either
too shy or frightened to speak. Therefore the facilitator, David Kalume, would approach
people he saw answering positively to the general question, and just engage them
directly. This strategy worked and resulted in positive discussions. Once started, people
were eager to voice their concerns and fears around the issue of radicalisation. The talks
were interactive with Muslims and Christians both talking freely, and with a good
representation of age groups.
A lot of the Muslim members of the audience wanted to express and make clear that their
anger was directed towards the Christian Government, and not towards the Christian
people or faith. They claim the discrimination they suffer is a religious issue for the
Government – who they believe are deliberately holding Muslims back. This belief also
came up in almost every Focus Group Discussion (FGD). At the public screening in
Vijeweni in Likoni there was over one hour of positive debate about avoiding
radicalisation. People also demanded that the community not be misled by politicians
and religious leaders, who are perceived as being incendiary. Many contributors
acknowledged the peace that has existed between the two religions for many years, with
many business, and personal relationships. These opinions are the vast majority, and yet
in other locations many remain afraid to speak out.
In Vyemani, also in Likoni, no one would talk, but at the same time they didn’t want to
leave after the screening. Clearly they wanted to explore the issues further, but the team
was unable to get them started. In Takaungu the local Imam is pressing for SAFE to
return to carry out FGD’s. The difficult school performance (see below) perhaps revealed
why he was so anxious for this to happen with clear evidence of extremist thought
amongst the children. The post-show discussion in Ramisi, the site of the new sugar
factory, became heated. The issue of radicalisation is less important here than the
sectarian relationship between the two communities living in the area. It was revealed
that there is huge resentment of the upcountry Christian people seen as taking all the
jobs and opportunities at the factory, and the local Muslim community feeling they are
being overlooked. Also, over the past twenty years many of the Christian residents
bought land from local people, which has increased in value exponentially, and the locals
want it returned. These two issues dominated the discussion. Local leaders said that the
fact the Chief was present to see the tensions was important, as he had been unwilling to
accept that there was a growing conflict in his area. They said the film opened people up
and made them able to talk.
In Mtondia the team were joined by a crew from Al Jazeera news network, who were
making a documentary on steps that communities were taking to avoid radicalisation. As
yet there is no broadcast date.
As hoped, the screenings offered an invaluable opportunity to identify local activists and
help to recruit for the Focus Group Discussions. Administration support was particularly
good in Malindi and Kilifi. The chief at Matsandoni who had attended a school screening,
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led the Simbaropa drummers during mobilisation on his motorbike, and then called
ahead to the Chief in Mtondia to get him also involved in mobilisation. This chief also
attended the schools performances in his area.

2. School Screenings/Education

This was the most challenging aspect of the outreach. Twenty schools were to be targeted
in this initial program, and in spite of the obstacles seventeen were achieved. Initially
there was a lot of resistance due to a directive from the new Cabinet Secretary of
Education that required all extra curricular activities to be preapproved by his office in
Nairobi. This would have been impossible to achieve in the given time, but fortunately
the relationship that SAFE Pwani already had with some schools, the desire by teachers
who had seen the film to share it with their pupils, and the leverage of partner
organisations, enabled the Pwani team to bypass this requirement. However, with the
Ministry of Education tightening the rules around the curricular activities, SAFE Pwani
had to be flexible with screening times and were restricted with the time allotted.
SAFE Pwani had hoped to develop teaching notes for the use of teachers, but with the
limited time allotted it would not have been possible to pilot these. Without an assurance
that the teaching notes would be delivered, and as the grant received from the Royal
Netherlands Embassy did not fully cover the proposed activities, a decision to postpone
the development of this teaching aide was made. A submission based on the work
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completed so far is being delivered to the Ministry of Education. SAFE will await
permission to deliver extra curricular activities, before any further funds are committed.
A regular problem during screenings was very limited space, which meant some pupils
were excluded. The plan had been to target only class seven and eight, but in the more
rural schools the age range of younger classes is much higher and the teachers said they
saw evidence of radicalisation in children as young as nine. There are even reports that
some religious radicals have even been taking advantage of the Madrassa system to
access very bright and young children.
DATE
19/07/16
20/07/16
22/07/16
29/07/16
29/09/16
22/09/16
23/09/16
30/09/16
03/10/16
04/10/16
05/10/16
06/10/16
07/10/16
10/10/16
11/10/16
12/10/16
13/10/16
14/10/16
TOTAL

SCHOOL
MOMBASA SCHOOLS
LIKONI MUSLIM PRIMARY
ST MARY’S BANGLADESH
ABC SECONDARY MIGADINI
BEN’S PRIMARY SCHOOL
INSPIRATIONAL PRIMARY
KWALE SCHOOLS
VWIVWINI PRIMARY
KIONENI PRIMARY
KILIFI SCHOOLS
TAKAUNGU PRIMARY
VIPINGONI PRIMARY
SHARIANI PRIMARY
MCF ACADEMY
MITANGONI PRIMARY
MWAKUHENGA PRIMARY
CHIPANDE PRIMARY
UYOMBO PRIMARY
MIKINGIRINI PRIMARY
MAJAONI MISSION ACADEMY
CHUMANI PRIMARY

ATTENDANCE
149
193
69
85
132
114
112
107
369
421
292
312
156
122
219
146
119
207
3324

Many teachers expressed the fact that religious issues were so complex they normally
would struggle to communicate about them, but the film managed to simplify the issue
into a form that they could use to debate the problems with their students
In all but one of the schools the students reported a better understand of radicalisation
after watching the film, and post show discussions reinforced positive messaging that
they had received. Many children reported experiences of religious discrimination, for
example, being told by parents to avoid certain shops or cafes as the ‘wrong’ people ran
them. In the Shika Adabu school the small minority of Christians were particularly
pleased with the film, and reported experiencing discrimination on a regular basis.
In Takaungu the students were extremely undisciplined and provocative with many
negative comments about non-Muslims from a minority of the students. One student
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even claimed he would kill for his religion, but this seemed to the Pwani team bravado
more than a genuine desire for Jihad. However, this was seen to be revealing of an
undercurrent of extremism picked up in the home, and perhaps explained the local
Imam’s repeated requests for workshops with the youth of his village. He was reluctant
to explicitly state that extremism was taking hold in his community, but all the Pwani
team felt this area should be targeted in any follow up activities.

3. Focus Group Discussions

SAFE Pwani carried out the planned 10 focus group discussions with a total of 186 youth.

DATE
21/07/16

VENUE
CHAANI

YOUTH
21

28/07/16

LIKONI CDF

18

09/08/16

MAJENGO

18
14	
  

	
  

A diversity of tribes with the
majority being Wabara. Badly
affected by PEV- wabara houses
torched and businesses looted.
Unemployment, petty crimes ,drug
and alcohol abuse rampant. Land
being held by Wabara angers
Wapwani thus is a breeding ground
for MRC. Graffiti of Pwani si Kenya
and threatening letters dropped at
doorstep used to be a common
occurrence
MRC and religious extremist area
with many armed gangs. Church
attacks, and the killing of a
moderate Muslim cleric Sheikh
Idriss. Kayabombo and PEV effects
have been witnessed.
Branded as the area with most
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10/08/16

BARSHEBA

20

13/08/16

MBUNGUNI
ST
MARTINS

21

15/08/16

HATUA
LIKONI

13

10/09/16

MAJENGO

17

11/09/16
15/09/16

MAJENGO
MAJAJANI

20
18

24/09/16
TOTAL

MAJENGO

20
186
15	
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religious extremists in Mombasa.
Witnessed killings, unlawful arrests
and disappearance of people by
police, police brutality, closure of
mosques by the government and
burning of churches by radical
youth. Recruitment area for alShabaab and strong evidence of a
functioning cell
An area almost the same as
Majengo but is also seen as a
recruitment and training area for
MRC. It is a home of youth armed
criminal groups like wakali kwanza,
wakali wao etc. Police brutality and
killings have been seen often.
There is unofficial curfew
where
residents
are
expected to be in their
homes before 10 pm
Diverse area. Has witnessed tribal
tensions and a few arson attacks.
An undercurrent of Muslim
and Christian animosity
This workshop was for people
living with disability (PLWD) as
reports they have been targeted by
extremists and criminal gangs to
transport arms and supplies since
they are not screened. Lack of
opportunity and discrimination
increases their vulnerability in
joining radicalised groups
For the final three Majengo
FGD’s the members of the
first FGD recruited the
participants.
Powerful
workshops
with
target
youth
See above
Area in the outskirts of Kilifi which
has witnessed its local Imam killed
in Boni forest attacking KDF
Soldiers and an arrest of two youth
already recruited to Al- shabab
Its an area that sympathizes with
the MRC and believes that the
Wabara should be chased out of
pwani
See Above
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These workshops perhaps provided the greatest impact for the beneficiaries, while also
increasing the depth of understanding for SAFE Pwani on the issues surrounding
radicalisation. Accessing the target youth took time. Initially when the Chief in Majengo,
probably the hottest spot on Mombasa island, was asked to identify vulnerable youth, he
brought together a group of youth that although almost entirely unemployed were clearly
not at risk of radicalisation. Bright, focused and community minded, they reflect great
hope for their generation. However, these young people were the route to the target
youth. When they had watched the film they immediately recognised the impact, and
recommended other local youth who they felt should be involved in future workshops.
They then became the recruiters for next three FGD’s in Majengo. This second round of
FGD’s provided access to the target youth - either radicalised or on the way to being –
and SAFE Pwani was able to create a safe space in which the youth trusted the team
enough to open up and discuss this issue honestly. This, combined with the youth
unanimously recognising their struggle in the story of the film, enabled powerful
discussions about their thoughts on radicalisation, extremism and the alternatives to be
found.
Clearly these young people are not being listened to, and they are on the receiving end of,
at times, extreme police brutality, and suffer discrimination on a regular basis. The
major issues that were recurring from the FGD’s (and the questionnaires pre and post)
were primarily this toxic relationship between the community and the police, but also
their perceived marginalization that was due to their faith. This combined with
unemployment, tribalism and the high levels of poverty in the community.
A regular topic was the use of women in radicalisation. The stories, hard to verify, are
that Al Shabaab is targeting women to marry fighters, as well as being seen as potential
fighters themselves. Perceived as more innocent by the authorities, they are therefore
seen to be more likely of success in the planning and implementation of an attack.
However apart from the incident of three suspected female terrorists being killed at a
Mombasa police station (about which there are a number of conflicting accounts) coastal
women have not been active as terrorists.
Majengo, on Mombasa Island itself, has developed a reputation as a hotbed of
radicalisation. Already known as an area of petty crime, its reputation was not helped by
the closing of a radical mosque for suspected Al Shabaab recruitment. This reputation of
indiscipline means that when you are known to come from Majengo job hunting
becomes even harder. Many of the youth also felt they had received no guidance as
teenagers: Boys once they reach adolescence become the man of the house and can
pretty much behave as they wish.
The participants reported that these challenges, combined with an almost total lack of
hope that they can do well and improve their lives, is the reason that the youth are being
drawn to extremists. In these radical groups they find space to air their grievances, and it
provides them with the belief that their lives have meaning. The FGD participants
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reported armed groups provided a sense of belonging to a cause greater than themselves,
and that it made them believe that they could have an impact and get them the voice
denied them.
Simply providing a forum in which grievances could be honestly shared revealed how
little was needed to shift attitudes. In the space of a day, youth would migrate from an
extremist position to one of activism, with on three occasions the participants ending the
day wishing to form a youth group to campaign for their rights.
The crackdown by the government on Muslims, many believe is an attack on Islam. The
devout are particularly targeted due to their following Sunna - having beards, traditional
Muslim attire and the devotional Sijda mark on their foreheads. These the police
incorrectly perceive as signs of radicalisation. Some young men (including some
Christians) are adopting this fashion style as an act of defiance. Young Muslims also feel
that their Christian counterparts are more likely to get opportunities from government
programs, and are less likely to be attacked or harassed simply because they were
Christian. Even though many participants believe that they can and should live in peace,
the lack of communication between community members of the different faiths allows
the tensions to continue to increase.
The same questionnaires were deployed with these 186 youth that were used in the
public screenings. The results confirmed what the participants had said during the
workshops - that it was not conflict with their Christian neighbours that was the issue,
but the main problem lying with the Government and the police. Most were happy to
accept a Kenyan identity, and an overwhelming majority accepted all people living at the
coast were Coastarians.
PRE AND POST FGD QUESTIONNAIRE OVERVIEW
Q1 I feel proud to be Kenyan. The number of youth stating they were proud to be
Kenyan was higher than expected pre show at 69%, but that increased to 79% post show
Q2 I believe in a united Kenya that includes all regions. Those strongly agreeing
increased from 56% to 65%. Those strongly disagreeing reduced from 11% to just under
7%
Q3 It doesn’t matter where people are from, the Coast or Upcountry, if we
live in Mombasa we are all Coastarians. A small increase form 81% to 85% of
youth agreeing with this statement.
Q4 It is possible for Christian and Muslim communities in Kenya to live in
harmony? 83% agreed pre workshop. 90% post workshop.
Q5 Religious and ethnic differences are responsible for problems in my local
community. Unlike in the community shows the numbers attributing problems
decreased slightly from 75% to 66%. This is seen to reflect the discussions in the
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workshop about other pressures (unemployment, police brutality etc) driving people into
the arms of extremists.
Q6. If a friend or family member was becoming radicalised, I think I would
notice the warning signs An increase of 10% from 73% to 83% agreed with this
statement
Q7 If a friend or family member was becoming radicalised, I would feel
confident about discussing this with them There was a significant increase in the
respondents agreeing with this statement from 65% to 85%
Q8 A parent can influence their child if he/she is becoming radicalised Again
this saw a significant increase from 57% to 74% in agreement with the statement
Q9 I would like to be more involved in community dialogue initiatives An
increase from 74% to 86% strongly agreeing
Q10 Solutions to radicalisation can be found within the community Those
strongly agreeing increased from 69% to 83%
AFTER THE FILM QUESTIONS OVERVIEW
1. The film represented my community accurately
65% strongly agreed. 28% somewhat agreed. 0.5% somewhat disagreed. 4% strongly
disagreed. 2.5% didn’t answer.
2. This film represented the majority of Coast Province
62% strongly agreed. 26% somewhat agreed. 9% strongly disagreed. 3% didn’t answer
3. After watching the film, I feel more able to talk about radicalisation and
extremism
67% strongly agreed. 27% somewhat agreed. 1% neither agreed or disagreed. 4% strongly
disagreed. 1% didn’t answer
4. The screening provided a useful forum to discuss the issues of
radicalisation and extremism
67% strongly agreed. 27% somewhat agreed. 0.5% neither agreed or disagreed 0.5%
somewhat disagreed. 4% strongly disagreed. 1% didn’t answer
5. The screening made me aware that the community has a role to play in
tackling radicalisation and extremism
76% strongly agreed. 19% somewhat agreed. 2% neither agreed or disagreed. 2% strongly
disagreed. 1% didn’t answer
Full data in Appendix B – Combined Data FGD’s

4. Distribution of DVD’s
SAFE Pwani distributed 5000 DVD’s of Watatu over the five months of the project.
Targeting tertiary educational facilities, youth groups, religious centres, public service
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vehicles and video cafes. In areas where public screenings had taken place demand was
high, and more than this number could have been distributed.

CONCLUSION
Overwhelmingly people responded positively to the film feeling it represented their
concerns. From the questionnaires (even taking into account possible dishonesty
surrounding the resentment of Wabara/Upcountry people), the overwhelming majority
of Coastarians clearly want to live in peace, and the film spoke to their fears and hopes.
But there is a significant minority who are clearly very angry and disenfranchised, and
this makes the chance of further violence extremely high. The mistreatment of Muslim
youth by the police and authorities needs to be examined closely, as more than any other
issue, is creating a petri dish for extremism. SAFE Pwani is developing plans to conduct
workshops with representatives of both youth and members of the security services.
There appears to be little understanding amongst the authorities of the anger the current
policing methods are creating, and SAFE Pwani is uniquely placed to bridge build
between these two groups.
The most powerful aspect of the project, and the one that needs to be continued, is the
focus group discussions (FGD’s). These one-day sessions unified the youth and helped
them recognise that many of them just wanted change, and needed a platform from
which they could achieve that change. Follow up and support to the groups already
worked with is essential. Community members believe that peer-to-peer dialogue and
engagement would be an effective way to keep the young from becoming radicalised. The
youth can be the avenues and the voices of change to their fellow youth. Many reported
after the workshops that ‘Yes we have fought - but maybe this is not the right way’.
Continued public screenings must also continue. The film’s hopeful vision for the future
of the coast resonates powerfully, and SAFE Pwani is receiving many requests for further
screenings, particularly in Lamu district following the presentation of the film as the
opening night of the Lamu Cultural Festival. The film clearly increases peoples’
confidence to address the issue of radicalisation, with significant percentage increases in
people believing in their ability to tackle the subject – a clear goal of the project. The
empowerment of individuals and communities will be critical in avoiding increasing
conflict at the coast.
SAFE Pwani would like to extend its thanks to The Embassy of the Kingdom of the
Netherlands, Hatua, Muhuri, and the administration and communities of Coast
Province.
Report compiled by Nick Reding, David Kalume and Mumbi Gichuri
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